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We predict that plutonium hexaboride (PuB6) is a strongly correlated topological insulator, with Pu in

an intermediate valence state of Pu2:7þ. Within the combination of dynamical mean field theory and

density functional theory, we show that PuB6 is an insulator in the bulk, with nontrivial Z2 topological

invariants. Its metallic surface states have a large Fermi pocket at the �X point and the Dirac cones inside

the bulk derived electronic states, causing a large surface thermal conductivity. PuB6 has also a very high

melting temperature; therefore, it has ideal solid state properties for a nuclear fuel material.
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Analogies between 4f and 5f materials have proved to
be a fruitful source of insights and have led to the discovery
of important new classes of materials with remarkable
properties. The 5f electrons in the actinides have substan-
tially larger relativistic effects and the increased ionic
radius of the 5f electrons enhances effects associated to
the delocalization-localization transition. For example, the
alpha to delta transition in plutonium, a 5f analog of the
famous volume collapse transition in cerium, is the largest
volume change in an elemental solid, with a volume
change of the order of 30% [1]. A second noteworthy
example is provided by the enhancement of the super-
conducting transition in 115 compounds. PuCoGa5, a 5f
analog of the Ce 115 heavy fermion superconductors, has
the highest superconducting transition temperature of 18 K
[2], among all the heavy fermion superconductors [3].

Motivated by the discovery of a topological insulating
state [4,5] in strongly correlated samarium hexaboride
(SmB6), which has been the subject of recent interest
both theoretically [6–10] and experimentally[11–22], we
search for analog material among 5f compounds since
going from 4f’s to 5f’s increases the f-f overlap and the
resulting energy scales. We identify plutonium hexaboride
(PuB6) as a strongly correlated topological insulator at low
temperatures and we investigate its physical properties
using first principles methods. The theoretical information,
combined with its experimentally known exceptionally
high melting point [23], suggests that PuB6 as interesting
solid state properties desired for nuclear fuels.

The topological nature of an insulator, and thus the
existence of topologically protected surface states, is
described by topological invariants [24–28]. Most topologi-
cal invariants found so far are weakly correlated band
insulators [25,29,30] where topological Z2 invariants can
be found by considering all occupied bands [24–26,30–32].
For interacting systems, the proper topological invariants
are defined in terms of single-particle Green’s functions
according to topological field theory [28,33,34]. Currently
there are only a few applications to realistic materials
where correlation effects are taken into account with

methods beyond density functional theory, such as the local
density approximation ðLDAÞ þ U and LDAþ Gutzwiller
method [9,35].
The LDA plus dynamical mean field theory (DMFT)

method has proven a powerful framework to study the
electronic structures of correlated systems [36,37]. In this
Letter, we apply this method to PuB6 and show that it is a
strongly correlated topological insulator by computing the
topological invariants within the DMFT framework.
The LDAþ DMFT calculation is performed in the

charge self-consistent implementation described in
Ref. [38], which is based on the WIEN2K package [39].
We use projectors within the large (10 eV) window, and
with the screening already included in this all-electron
method, the Coulomb interaction is U ¼ 4:5 eV, as pre-
viously determined in Ref. [40]. The other Slater integrals
(F2, F4, and F6) are screened even less, and are computed
from the atomic physics program [41] and rescaled to 80%
of their atomic value. To solve the impurity problem, we
use a continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo method with
hybridization expansion [42,43]. The Brillouin zone inte-
gration is performed with a regular 10� 10� 10 mesh.
The muffin-tin radius is 2.50 and 1.61 Bohr radius for Pu
and B, respectively, and RmtKmax is chosen to be 8.5 to
ensure convergence.
PuB6 is among the several binary compounds formed in

plutonium-boron systems, of which most properties are
still unknown [23]. It crystallizes in the same CsCl-type
structure as SmB6 with Pu at the corner and B6 cluster at
the center of the cubic unit cell, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The
total density of states of PuB6 and its projection to the
plutonium atom are shown in in Fig. 2(a). The strong
correlations effect is clearly visible in the distribution of
the Pu-f spectra: a narrow quasiparticle peak at the Fermi
level, and characteristic two peak Pu satellites, which are
the quasiparticle multiplets [44] of plutonium. Because of
maximum entropy method used here to analytically con-
tinue Monte Carlo data to the real axis, the satellite in the
5=2 density of states is somewhat overbroadened, preclud-
ing the clear separation between the 5=2 and 7=2 satellite,
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usually seen in Pu and its compounds [45,46]. To affirm the
presence of these quasiparticle multiplets, we therefore
also show the density of states obtained by the one-crossing
approximation method [36], which is directly implemented
on the real axis, and is more precise at higher frequency.
The main quasiparticle peak is mainly of Pu-f-5=2
characters, and contains only a small fraction of the total
spectral weight, with quasiparticle renormalization ampli-
tude Z ¼ ½1� @�ð!Þ=@!��1 ’ 0:2. We notice a reduction

of the density of states at the Fermi level indicating the
formation of a small gap.
In Fig. 2(b), we show the valence histogram, which

illustrates the probability of an electron on Pu to be found
in any of the atomic states of the Pu atom. The probability
is obtained by projecting the LDAþ DMFT ground state
of the solid onto the Pu atomic states, which are labeled by
their quantum number jN; Ji where N is the total electron
number and J is the total angular momentum, while all the
other quantum numbers are traced over. Clearly the Pu f
electron is restricted mainly to j5; 5=2i and j6; 0i, which
highlights the strongly correlated nature of this compound.
The f electron fluctuates fast between the f5 and f6 atomic
configuration, which results in a mixed-valence nature of
PuB6, with nf ¼ 5:3. This is close, but slightly more mixed

valent than the elemental Pu [40]. The mixed-valent nature
suggests a strong screening of the magnetic moments;
therefore, we expect that PuB6 has a nonmagnetic ground
state, in agreement with the theoretical calculation.
The momentum-resolved spectra Aðk;!Þ is shown in

Fig. 3(a). Nearly flat quasiparticle bands are located at
the Fermi level with an overall bandwidth of about
0.15 eV, and lighter bands further away from the Fermi
level. Consistent with the density of states, the quasipar-
ticle bands have mainly f-5=2 characters and the spectra of
the f-7=2 character is pushed away from the Fermi level.
A broad band, which is mainly of a Pu-d character, crosses
all f-derived states in the vicinity of the Xð�; 0; 0Þ point,

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2 (color online). The correlation signatures of PuB6 com-
puted with LDAþ DMFT. (a) Density of states (momentum-
integrated spectra) with all characters (black), the Pu-f character
(red), the Pu-f-5=2-only character (blue), and the Pu-f-7=2
character (turquoise). The total density of states obtained with
one-crossing approximation is shown with dots. (b) Valence
histogram of PuB6 computed by projecting the LDAþ DMFT
solution onto Pu atomic eigenstates. The height of the bar is the
probability (percentage of time) of Pu staying on each atomic
state. The x axis is the relative energy of each state to the lowest-
energy atomic eigenstates. The atomic eigenstates are labeled by
the total electron number N and the total angular momentum J.

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The crystal structure of PuB6 with a
Pm�3m space group and (b) the corresponding first Brillouin zone
for bulk and surface (001).

FIG. 3 (color online). The momentum-resolved spectra of
PuB6 computed within the LDAþ DMFT method in a broad
energy range (a), and a corresponding zoom in around Fermi
level (b) where we also depict different character of f orbitals.
Spectra with the Pu-f-��

8 character and the Pu-f-��
7 character

are indicated by red and green, respectively. The corresponding

basis functions are �ð1Þ
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ffiffi
5
6
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resulting in a band inversion between d orbitals and f
orbitals. This band inversion implies a charge transfer
from Pu f orbitals to Pu d orbitals and is consistent with
the mixed-valent nature revealed in the valence histogram.
By examining the detailed structure of the quasiparticle
bands near the Fermi level [Fig. 3(b)], we find clearly that a
small gap opens in the vicinity of the X point, making PuB6

a narrow gap semiconductor. In cubic lattice environment,
the f-5=2 orbitals are split into two levels: a quartet with
��
8 symmetry and a doublet with ��

7 symmetry. The orbital

character is depicted in Fig. 3(b). We see that both ��
8 and

��
7 states substantially contribute to the bands near Fermi

level, and both have to be taken into account in modeling
this compound.

We also check the LDA band structure of PuB6 for
comparison, as shown in Fig. 4. We note that LDA also
predicts the insulating state for PuB6. The main differences
between the two theoretical methods is that the f-derived
states are much broader within LDA (about 0.5 eV com-
pared to 0.15 eV in DMFT), and the f-7=2 states are
centered just above the Fermi level in LDA, in contrast
to LDAþ DMFT. Despite these differences, the low en-
ergy gap structure of the two methods is quite similar near
the Fermi level, with only slightly larger gap in LDA, and a
direct gap in LDAþ DMFT and slightly indirect in LDA.
Notice also that the high frequency spectra of mostly light
bands (below �1 eV and above 2 eV) are very similar in
both methods.

After establishing the fact that PuB6 is a correlated
mixed-valent insulator, we turn to its topological nature.
To compute the topological invariant of an interaction
system, we follow Ref. [28]. Here the self-energy has no
singularity in the vicinity of the Fermi level; hence, only
the Green’s function at zero frequency G�1ðk; 0Þ ¼ ��
HðkÞ � �ðk; 0Þ is needed to determine the topology of the
quasiparticle states. Following Refs. [33,47], we hence
compute the topological invariant for a noninteracting

Hamiltonian defined by HtðkÞ ¼ HðkÞ þ�ðk; 0Þ ��.
Owing to the inversion symmetry of PuB6, we only need
to compute the parities of all occupied states on the time
reversal invariant momenta (TRIM) points [24,25,31].
This method can be applied to the LDAþ DMFT calcu-
lation, which is the same as the approaches used in
slave-boson, LDAþ Gutzwiller, and LDAþ U studies
[7–10,35]. In PuB6 there are four independent TRIMs:
�ð0; 0; 0Þ, Xð0; 0; �Þ, Mð0; �; �Þ, Rð�;�;�Þ. Following
the above technique the counted parity products of
TRIMs are presented in Table I. This is consistent with
the naive observation that there is a band inversion of d
orbitals and f orbitals at the X point which contributes a
parity change of �1, while for the other TRIM points,
there is no band inversion. The Z2 topological index is
(1:111). We conclude that PuB6 is a strong topological
insulator in the prediction of the LDAþ DMFT method
and it belongs to the same topological class as SmB6 [9].
Topologically protected surface states emerge as a

consequence of the nontrivial topological nature of the
bulk system. To study the surface states, we first construct
the tight-binding Hamiltonian HðkÞ from the LDA calcu-
lation using the maximally localized Wannier functions
[48–50]. At low energy, the computed self-energy can be
approximated by a Fermi-liquid-like form �ðk;!Þ �
�kð0Þ þ ð1� 1=ZkÞ! (the imaginary part is ignored),
which leads to an effective topological Hamiltonian

Heff
t ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Zk

p ½HðkÞ þ �kð0Þ ��f�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Zk

p
;

where
ffiffiffiffi
Z

p
and �ð0Þ are diagonal matrices in orbital space,

vanishing on the Pu-d orbital. It has the same parities at the
TRIMs as the topological Hamiltonian Ht ¼ HðkÞ þ
�kð0Þ ��f [47]. This is a quasiparticle Hamiltonian,

which accurately reproduces the quasiparticle bands at
low frequency. We then expect that the surface states of
quasiparticles can be captured by this effective topological
Hamiltonian. We solve the tight-binding model on a slab
constructed with this Hamiltonian to get the surface states
on the (001) surface. As shown in Fig. 5(a), we find that

gapless edge states show up in the bulk gap around �� and
�X, which is consistent with the nontrivial topological
invariants. In our results the Dirac point at �X is deep inside
the bulk states, and consequently the Fermi surface at �X
point is large.
Recent studies postulate minimum model Hamiltonians

for such d-f hybridization system were based on the
assumption that crystal field splitting are large enough

FIG. 4 (color online). The band structure of PuB6 computed by
LDA. The relative weight of the Pu-f character and d bands is
labeled by colors: red is mainly the f character and and blue is
mainly the d character. Other characters are indicated by gray.

TABLE I. The product of parities eigenvalues computed from
the occupied states of the topological Hamiltonians at eight
TRIMs in the Brillouin zone.

� 3X 3M R

þ1 �1 þ1 þ1
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that only one crystal level of f orbitals is relevant
[6,10,35]. To understand the effects of such artificial
enhancement of the crystal field splitting on the surface
states, we construct two alternative low energy models,
keeping either ��

8 or ��
7 states only. The corresponding

surface states are shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). In both
models we obtain much larger gaps. There are gapless edge
states in agreement with previous model calculations,
although the detailed dispersion of edge states are some-
what different due to details in the hopping parameters.

Three Dirac cones show up in the gap at �X and �� in
consistent with previous reports [9,10]. Therefore we con-
clude that while the existence of gapless edge states is
protected by the topology, the details of the edge states
depend sensitively on the chosen crystal field splittings in
model Hamiltonians.

Recently SmB6, which within the LDAþ DMFT
method is similar to PuB6, has been studied intensively
to understand the interplay of correlation effects with
topology, and it was argued to be a model topological
Kondo insulator [7–10]. It has also been argued that
SmB6 is an ideal topological insulator in which the con-
ductance is dominated by surface states at a low tempera-
ture [12,14,19]. Our prediction of PuB6 with similar
topological properties provides an alternative to these
intriguing studies, and may promote more experimental
investigations and theoretical understandings. In particular,
the larger energy scales associated with a 5f material
should result in a more clear picture of the surface bulk
correspondence. PuB6 is not only of high scientific impor-
tance but may also have solid state properties important for
technological applications. The relatively small hybridiza-
tion gap and more importantly the topologically protected
metallic surface states of PuB6 with large Fermi surface
pockets, should result in an exceptionally high thermal
conductivity for an insulating materials. PuB6 has also a
very high melting point, approximately 2200 K. These are
ideal solid state properties for a nuclear fuel. Since B is a
standard moderator in use in nuclear reactors, PuB6 might

be a model system in which to explore the properties of
topological nuclear fuels.
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